Despite over fifty years of research on shock wave boundary layer effects and interactions, many related technical issues continue to be controversial and debated. The present survey provides an overview of the present state of knowledge on such effects and interactions, including discussions of: (i) general features of shock wave interactions, (ii) test section configurations for investigation of shock wave boundary layer interactions, (iii) origins and sources of unsteadiness associated with the interaction region, (iv) interactions which included thermal transport and convective heat transfer, and (v) shock wave interaction control investigations. Of particular interest are origins and sources of low-frequency, large-scale shock wave unsteadiness, flow physics of shock wave boundary layer interactions, and overall structure of different types of interactions. Information is also provided in regard to shock wave investigations, where heat transfer and thermal transport were important. Also considered are investigations of shock wave interaction control strategies, which overall, indicate that no single shock wave control strategy is available, which may be successfully applied to different shock wave arrangements, over a wide range of Mach numbers. Overall, the survey highlights the need for additional understanding of fundamental transport mechanisms, as related to shock waves, which are applicable to turbomachinery, aerospace, and aeronautical academic disciplines.
Introduction and background
Shock waves are present in a variety of engineering application environments, such as transonic gas turbine blade tip gaps, transonic turbine blade passages, scramjet isolator ducts, supersonic aircraft engine intakes, adjacent to transonic and supersonic flight vehicle surfaces, and nearby surfaces of rockets, missiles, and reentry vehicles. These different application environments require consideration of the orientation, position, strength, and unsteadiness of the associated shock waves. The interactions between such shock waves and the boundary layers of these devices are of particular interest. This is because such interactions affect time-and spatially-varying static and stagnation pressure distributions, boundary layer development and separation, vortex formation, shear stress distributions, surface convective heat transfer, and flow transition stability. These, in turn, often affect engineering component performance characteristics, such as the presence and development of drag, including wave drag on external surfaces, unsteady buffet, aero-propulsion engine performance, and aero-propulsion engine efficiency. Shock wave control technologies are thus employed to reduce or minimize the adversarial effects of shock wave interactions as they affect such performance characteristics.
Currently active research areas include: (a) development of devices and technologies for implementation of specific control strategies, (b) determination of thermal transport and associated surface heat transfer effects, and (c) consideration of the origins and propagation of shock wave interaction unsteadiness. A significant number of investigations have been undertaken to consider this last area, and the consequent effects on nearby flow fields. Such studies have been especially beneficial as more complicated, three-dimensional flow fields are considered. Three typical shock wave configurations, which are often considered, include oblique shock waves caused by compression ramps, reflected oblique shock waves, and impinging normal shock waves. These different configurations can be generated in a constant-area duct, a diverging nozzle, or a multiple passage test section. Associated fundamental research is undertaken using either an experimental approach or a numerical approach. With the former, specially-designed test sections within wind tunnels are employed.
The unsteadiness that is associated with shock waves is either inherent, or is associated with flow phenomena which are present in other parts of the flow field. Because understanding and separating the relative effects and influences of these different unsteadiness origins are challenging tasks, origins and frequencies of the unsteadiness are debated. Frequency has been often represented by Strouhal number, which is advantageous because it can be representative of different flow conditions. In external flows with ramp-induced shock wave boundary layer interactions, Dussauge and Piponniau [1] concluded that the interaction unsteadiness occurred at Strouhal numbers between 0.02 and 0.05. Gonsalez and Dolling [2] and Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] indicated that the Strouhal number of compression ramp unsteadiness ranged from 0.01 to 0.03, where frequency was scaled based on the intermittent region length and the incoming velocity. These investigators reached this conclusion by considering boundary layer interactions with shock waves which were produced by blunt fins, sharp fins, as well as ramps. For the associated comparisons, the extent of this intermittent region corresponded to surface locations beneath the back and forth oscillatory motion of the separation shock wave. The success of these frequency scaling relationships evidenced similar physics for both weak and strong interactions.
Grilli et al. [4] also investigated very-low frequency motions near the foot of a shock wave produced by a compression-expansion ramp. These investigators indicated that frequencies associated with shock wave motions were two or three orders of magnitude smaller than frequencies associated with the incoming boundary layer, a conclusion in agreement with Dolling and Murphy [5] as well as with results from other investigators. However, despite these commonalities and agreements, scaling arrangements for other modes of unsteadiness associated with shock wave interactions (giving normalized frequencies which converge to single values) continue to be an important subject of investigation, especially for flows associated with impinging normal shock waves.
Some researchers, such as Humble et al. [6] and Ganapathisubramani et al. [7, 8] , detected significant coherence between the upstream boundary layer and the unsteadiness in the shock wave interaction region. Others, such as Piponniau et al. [9] and Grilli et al. [4] , did not emphasize significant correlation between the upstream boundary layer and the interaction region. Touber and Sandham [10] indicated that lowfrequency interaction region unsteadiness was not a result of forcing, either from the upstream or downstream boundary layer, but "an intrinsic property of the coupled system." These different perspectives may be a result of differences in interaction strength as described by Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] . Interaction strength is directly related to the strength or relative size of separation, which is characterized by the magnitude of separated flow length scales. This strength also determines the degree to which an interaction exhibited sensitivity to upstream or downstream fluctuations. For flows with shock wave induced separation, other researchers, such as Piponniau et al. [9] , Grilli et al. [4] , Wu and Martín [11] , and Pirozzoli et al. [12] , indicated that unsteadiness in the interaction region was related to pulsations of the separation region. The causes of intrinsic separation bubble unsteadiness and reattachment point unsteadiness were believed to be either linked to the upstream boundary layer, as proposed by Pirozzoli et al. [12] , or were the result of inherent dynamics between the separation bubble and the shock wave, as proposed by Piponniau et al. [9] and Grilli et al. [4] .
Some reconciliation of these perspectives was provided by Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] , who indicated that both upstream and downstream mechanisms were present within all interactions, such that the degree of influence of the upstream boundary layer diminished as separation strength and scale increased. This means that the importance and effects of both mechanisms changed as separation strength varied. Thus, for some experimental conditions, the upstream boundary layer was an important source of disturbances, and shock wave unsteadiness was driven by fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer. Alternatively, shock wave unsteadiness was driven by some large-scale instability intrinsic to the separated flow, which were associated with the influences of downstream mechanisms on shock wave unsteadiness. Overall, Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] indicated that the downstream mechanism dominated for strongly separated flows, and combined upstream and downstream mechanisms dominated for weakly separated flows. This diversity of perspectives, all from careful, meticulous, and skilled researchers, illustrates the challenges and difficulties in investigating shock wave effects and interactions.
The present survey considers these conflicting perspectives, as well as results from different investigations which appear to be consistent. The present survey is presented in five parts. Discussed first are general features of shock wave interactions. Discussed second are test section configurations for investigation of shock wave boundary layer interactions. Discussed third are the origins and sources of unsteadiness associated with the interaction region. Discussed fourth are interactions which included thermal transport and convective heat transfer. Presented last are shock wave interaction control investigations. The present survey is different from other recent shock wave review papers because of the information provided on the second, fourth, and fifth topics. The present review is also unique as updated perspectives are given in regard to the third topic. [3] , shows overall flow features for three configurations, which result in different shock wave boundary layer interactions: (a) compression ramp, (b) wedge, and (c) blunt fin. Each of these results in different shock wave development and angles, as a consequence of different velocity and streamline variations relative to the imposed geometric boundaries.
General features of shock wave interactions
Referring to Fig. 1a , with the ramp flow, the magnitude of separation depends on the ramp angle and the Reynolds number of the upstream boundary layer. This is because the Reynolds number is a measure of the ability of the boundary layer to resist separation. When the ramp angle is small, the adverse pressure gradient is not strong enough to separate the upstream boundary layer. As the ramp angle increases, a small separation bubble forms, and the oblique shock is then located upstream, relative to the ramp/surface corner. As the ramp angle increases further, the separation bubble increases in size, and the oblique shock wave is located progressively upstream. As the upstream boundary layer approaches the separation bubble, it separates from the wall, and then, advects over the bubble [3] .
Note that qualitatively similar separation bubble flow arrangements are evident in Fig. 1b and c, for shock wave interaction flows resulting from the presence of the wedge and the blunt fin. The shock wave interaction flows near and adjacent to the compression ramp and the wedge are largely two-dimensional, whereas the interaction flows near the blunt fin are highly three-dimensional. All three arrangements produce separated regions, which recirculate upstream. According to Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] , such behavior characterizes separation interaction regions which are closed. Such closed regions sometimes show important physical similarities with open separated flows.
Test section configurations for investigation of shock wave boundary layer interactions
Three different topics are discussed within the present section: (i) upstream and downstream influences within diffuser flows, (ii) effects of imposed fluctuating downstream pressure, and (iii) use of dual passage test sections. As such, the present section provides information regarding experimental arrangements used to investigate shock wave phenomena, along with the resulting modes of flow unsteadiness associated with these arrangements.
Upstream and downstream influences within diffuser flows
Here, different diffuser configuration and flow parameters are related to shock wave interaction features, including frequencies of unsteadiness.
Sajben and Kroutil [13] determined the effects of the boundary layer thickness on shock wave unsteadiness. An experimental approach was employed wherein the position of a normal shock wave was tracked within a diffuser. Even without upstream or downstream forcing, shock wave oscillations were observed. According to these investigators, for shock wave boundary layer interactions without boundary layer separation, the thickness of the incoming boundary layer and the peak frequency of the shock wave motion were directly related. As such, peak frequency increased as boundary layer thickness increased. Bogar et al. [14] showed that, for cases where the boundary layer remains attached, the frequency of the shock wave motion depended inversely upon the length of diffuser duct. For the same configuration, Robinet and Casalis [15] numerically determined that the relationship between the diffuser length and shock wave oscillation frequency was caused by weak shock wave reflections at the diffuser exit. This conclusion was also verified by Handa et al. [16] using experimental and numerical techniques, who also attributed much shock wave motion to large pressure fluctuations, which appeared to originate at locations downstream of shock waves, where the flow was highly turbulent. Also observed were pressure fluctuations which originated near the shock wave foot. Sajben and Kroutil [13] , Bogar et al. [14] , and Robinet and Casalis [15] all indicated no correlation between shock wave frequencies and diffuser length when shock wave induced boundary layer separation was present.
Effects of imposed fluctuating downstream pressure
Edwards and Squire [17] , Ott et al. [18] , Bur et al. [19] , Bruce and Babinsky [20] , and Threadgill and Bruce [21] intentionally induced a pressure disturbance by rotating a cam in the flow downstream of the shock wave. Doerffer et al. [22] described a similar study wherein flow perturbations were induced by oscillating the angle of a choking flap. Sajben and Kroutil [13] , Edwards and Squire [17] , Ott et al. [18] , Handa et al. [16] , and Bur et al. [19] utilized experimental and numerical approaches to consider the effects of a variable-geometry second throat. With these approaches, shock wave boundary layer interaction response to a controlled, oscillatory, back pressure was addressed. Edwards and Squire [17] observed that the induced frequency was inversely proportional to the amplitude of the shock wave motion. Ott et al. [18] and Bur et al. [19] confirmed these observations, with agreement with Doerffer et al. [22] for excitation frequencies between 50 Hz and 512 Hz. According to Doerffer et al. [22] , for excitation frequencies below 50 Hz, shock wave amplitude was constant because sufficient time was not provided to reach equilibrium pressures before reversal of the excitation occurred. Above 512 Hz, the forced oscillations subsided and only natural oscillations were observed. Bruce and Babinsky [20] noted that the resonance in the wind tunnel greatly affected the data at certain excitation frequencies. Although there was not much variation in Mach number, these small changes greatly affected the interaction structure. This was because the shock-induced separation was very sensitive to changes in the shock strength at a specific Mach number.
Use of dual passage test sections
Bruce and Babinsky [20] indicated that controlling the position of a shock wave in a constant-area duct required great effort. Ogawa and Babinsky [23] stated that any shock wave control mechanism that reduces pressure losses increases shock wave instability. The shock wave motion direction was reversed when the stagnation pressure ratio (related to static pressure ratio) became too large or too small to sustain the shock wave position. This instability made shock wave control in conventional wind tunnels impossible. To address these issues, Ogawa and Babinsky [23] proposed a unique experimental arrangement to produce a normal shock wave, which impinged upon the boundary layer of a wind tunnel wall. This arrangement used a shock wave holding plate to partition the flow behind the shock wave into an upper, un-choked channel and a lower, choked channel. The arrangement had the benefit of producing a more stable shock wave than in a constant-area channel test section. The position of the shock wave holding plate, which separates the two channels, and the choking flap, which chokes the flow in the bottom channel, were manipulated to position the shock wave and produce desired testing conditions. A similar test section approach was employed by Ligrani and Marko [24] . Also see Marko and Ligrani [25] .
Origins and sources of unsteadiness associated with the interaction region
Four different topics are discussed within the present section: (i) upstream forcing mechanisms, (ii) downstream forcing mechanisms, (iii) multiple forcing mechanisms, and (iv) side wall and corner effects. In general, considered are significant recent investigations, which address these subject areas.
Upstream forcing mechanisms
The results of Humble et al. [6] and Ganapathisubramani et al. [7, 8] indicated that large fluctuating structures in the upstream boundary layer were the cause of the shock wave boundary layer interaction unsteadiness for a range of experimental configurations. Both groups of investigators employed an arrangement wherein an incident oblique shock wave was generated from a shock generator with a 10°angle at a flow Mach number of 2.1. Within the logarithmic region close to the wall, regions of high and low-speed flow were detected wherein a variety of structures were present. Included were long streamwise structures, referred to as hairpins, which were at least 2 boundary layer thicknesses in length. Ganapathisubramani et al. [7, 8] observations showed similar structures that were approximately 50 boundary layer thicknesses in extent in the streamwise direction and less than 0.5 boundary layer thicknesses in extent in the spanwise direction. According to Humble et al. [6] , when large areas of high speed flow approached the shock wave, the reflected shock wave moved downstream. Conversely, as low-speed flow approached the interaction, the reflected shock wave was located farther upstream, relative to the interaction region. Ganapathisubramani et al. [7] suggested that the separation region, produced by the shock wave, responded to these upstream structures.
Downstream forcing mechanisms
Piponniau et al. [9] concluded that shock wave motion was caused by the pulsating mass entrainment process of the separation region, instead of upstream forcing. Within shock wave boundary layer interactions in flows with reattaching separation regions, a forcing method was described which originated downstream. With this method, mass entered the separation region upstream and then exited downstream. Because the amount which exited was not the same as the amount which entered (since some of the flow was reversed), mass was accumulated within the separation region, which caused the separation region to increase in extent. This occurred until the mass in the separation region was significant enough to force a greater flow rate out, which was associated with an arrangement wherein the amount of mass exiting superseded the amount entering, which caused the separation region to shrink. Such cyclical growing and shrinking of the separation region caused a pulsation with the time scale which was related to the ratio of reverse flow mass to entrained flow mass. The investigators indicated that the reflected shock wave moved downstream as the separation region shrunk, and moved upstream as the separation region grew. Because the model developed by Piponniau et al. [9] provided scaling for unsteadiness frequencies over subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers, evidence was provided that associated separated flows were driven by an instability associated with entrainment of the separation bubble.
Grilli et al. [4] used large eddy simulations of supersonic turbulent boundary layers over a compression-expansion ramp, matching the experimental configuration employed by Zheltovodov et al. [26] . With this arrangement, the shock wave caused the boundary layer separation. Like Piponniau et al. [9] , Grilli et al. [4] concluded that shock wave interaction unsteadiness was a consequence of the inherent dynamics between the separation bubble and the shock wave, and was not driven by upstream coherent structures. Separation region pulsations were caused by mass entrainment processes, which were associated with low-frequency motions associated with pulsations of the separation bubble. These then accompanied forward and backward motions of the shock wave. Shock wave unsteadiness was thus observed to come solely from separation region mass entrainment. Primary unsteadiness existed only in the region between the shock wave foot downstream to a location half-way through the separation region. As such, associated unsteadiness was not found to be prominent in the upstream boundary layer, nor was it present as the flow approached the reattachment point. Grilli et al. [4] also indicated that the structures considered by Ganapathisubramani et al. [7, 8] were outside of the experimental domain considered by their investigation.
Multiple forcing mechanisms
Wu and Martín [11] employed direct numerical simulations of a Mach 2.9 flow over a 24 degree compression ramp in order to detect and consider flow motions at different frequencies. These authors indicated that the true separation point and separation shock wave, at the edge of the boundary layer, oscillated together with highly correlated motion. The investigators also described significant correlation between fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer and separated flow motion, which was in agreement with measurements made by Ganapathisubramani et al. [7, 8] and Humble et al. [6] .
Pirozzoli et al. [12] used large eddy simulations, with data mining, of reflected shock waves for different strengths of the incident shock waves. They observed that larger shock wave strength increased the size of the interaction zone, as a sizable separation bubble formed. High and low frequency modes of flow motion were investigated, where higher frequency activity was associated with turbulent structures, which were observed to propagate from the upstream boundary layer through the interaction region in the separated shear layer. For strong interactions with massive flow separation, lower frequency modes of motion were related to separation region pulses, which were three orders of magnitude smaller than the high frequency modes typical of boundary layer turbulence. The low-frequency motions associated with pulsations of the separation bubble were accompanied by fore-and-aft motion of the reflected shock wave. Magnitudes of dimensional low frequency near the interaction region were found to decrease as the separation region increased in size. The investigators indicated that the upstream boundary layer was supplying the low frequency energy to drive the pulsations of the separation region and shock wave. Figure 2 from Pirozzoli et al. [12] shows filtered pressure fluctuation fields, with highpass and high-frequency data shown in frames a-b, and low-pass and low-frequency data shown in frames c-d. According to these investigators, the high-frequency part of the flow, shown in Fig. 2a and b, is prevalently associated with turbulence in the boundary layer and with the formation of local, vortical structures in the interaction region. The evolution of the pressure dips show that these structures propagate downstream of the shock wave. Their model suggested that no significant low frequency structures, upstream nor downstream, were necessary to cause the shock wave boundary layer interaction unsteadiness. Instead, they supplied white noise fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer and discovered that the shock wave oscillations still occurred. They attributed the presence of particular unsteady frequencies to the low-pass filtering effect of the reflected shock wave boundary layer system.
Priebe and Martín [27] employed direct numerical simulations to investigate lowfrequency unsteadiness from shock wave-turbulent boundary layer interactions generated by a 24 degree compression ramp in Mach 2.9 flow. Consistent with experimental observations, the simulated shock waves experienced broadband streamwise oscillations at frequencies approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the characteristic frequency of the energetic turbulent scales in the incoming boundary layer. The authors indicated that the physical origin of the shock wave low-frequency unsteadiness was breathing of the separation bubble and flapping of the separated shear layer, especially as these phenomena were tied to the inherent instability in the downstream separated flow. Wu and Martín [11] and Priebe and Martín [27] also reported strong correlations between downstream flow fluctuations and separation shock wave motion. Wu and Martín [11] additionally showed a 30% correlation coefficient between mass fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer and mass fluctuations associated with separation shock wave motion.
As discussed earlier, Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] indicated that both upstream and downstream mechanisms were present within all interactions, such that the downstream mechanism dominated for strongly separated flows, and combined upstream and downstream mechanisms dominated for weakly separated flows. As such, the relative importance and effects of upstream and downstream mechanisms changed as separation strength varied. In particular, the degree of influence of the upstream boundary layer diminished as separation strength and scale increased. Thus, for weaker separations, the instability of the interaction system was not self-sustaining, but required an external driving source. As such, the upstream boundary layer was an important source of disturbances, and shock wave unsteadiness was driven by fluctuations in the upstream boundary layer. Turbulent fluctuations from upstream boundary layers were then generally correlated with separation bubble dynamics, with concomitant changes to the size of the separation bubble size or to the resulting shear layer with disturbances that result in large-scale flapping. With strongly separated flows, the forcing from the pulsating separation region dominated and masked the upstream component. In addition, shock wave unsteadiness was driven by large-scale instabilities associated with the separated flow, and the separated flow was driven by an instability associated with entrainment within the separation bubble. The separation bubble also pulsated in response to global instabilities that led to flapping of the reattachment point. The reattachment point fluctuations additionally caused expansion/contraction of the separation bubble and a synchronous movement of the separation line, separation shock (outside the boundary layer), and separation shock foot.
Illustration of correlation coefficient magnitudes associated with an interaction region and the downstream boundary layer are provided by the results shown in Fig. 3 . These data were obtained at the University of Alabama in Huntsville using a newly operational transonic/supersonic wind tunnel system with a test section inlet Mach number of 1.54. Fig. 3a is an instantaneous shadowgraph image with flow direction from right to left. Present within the image are a well-defined normal shock wave, lambda foot, and separated turbulent boundary layer near the entrance of the lower flow passage. An oblique shock wave system is present near the entrance of and within the upper flow passage. The primary normal shock wave and associated lambda foot are evidenced by distinctly-defined individual lines within the Fig. 3a shadowgraph image, which evidence a largely two-dimensional flow field over the portion of the test section volume which is visualized using the shadowgraph system. The associated magnitude squared coherence variation with frequency of data associated with locations near the shock wave and in the downstream boundary layer are then presented in Fig. 3b . Associated data values evidence significant coherence between the shock wave and downstream boundary layer regions at frequencies of approximately 15 Hz, 30 to 50 Hz, and 100 Hz, which correspond to Strouhal numbers (based upon intermittent region length) of approximately 0.004, 0.008 to 0.013, and 0.026. Time lag values from grayscale flow visualization results indicate that perturbations of approximately 15 Hz and 100 Hz occur in the downstream boundary layer prior to the same frequency events in the shock wave. Data for events at frequencies at approximately 40 Hz, indicate that the perturbations in the shock wave occur prior to the ones in the downstream boundary layer.
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Side wall and corner effects
Burton and Babinsky [28] undertook experiments to examine the mechanisms behind the coupling between corner separation and separation away from the corner within a rectangular channel with a normal shock wave and a test section inlet Mach number of 1.5. The link between these different modes of separation was indicated to be related to the generation of compression waves at the corner, which acted to smear the adverse pressure gradient imposed upon other parts of the flow. These investigators indicated that corner separations altered the centerline flow in a significant fashion. For example, a reduction in corner separation resulted in increased centerline separation, whereas an increase in corner separation was connected to a smaller centerline separation. Additional corner effects were considered by Babinsky et al. [29] , who addressed their influences on reflected oblique shock wave/boundary layer interactions. With a freestream Mach number of 2.5, the investigators showed that changing the size of the corner separations, through localized suction and small corner obstructions, altered the shape of the separated region in the central portions of the wind tunnel test section. Using numerical prediction tools, Wang et al. [30] considered side wall effects in regard to oblique shock wave/boundary layer interactions. Of particular interest were physical aspects of sidewall-induced three-dimensionality for moderately separated interactions at a Mach number of 2.7. As the wind tunnel aspect ratio decreased to unity, the separation and reattachment points on the central plane were observed to move upstream simultaneously, while the bubble length initially increased and then stabilized to a length which was 30% larger compared to the infinite-span, two-dimensional configuration. As such, three-dimensional flow structure was found to be induced by the swept interactions, which formed along the side walls of the test section.
Interactions which included thermal transport and convective heat transfer
Considered within this section are heat transfer and thermal transport shock wave investigations, as related to aerospace and aeronautical academic disciplines, and to turbomachinery academic disciplines. Review of the state of knowledge in this subject area is important because so little information is available in the archival literature, especially in regard to aerospace and aeronautical related research.
Investigations of heat transfer and thermal transport from shock wave interactions, as related to aerospace and aeronautical academic disciplines, were few in number and addressed only a limited range of experimental conditions. Some of the earliest aerospace shock wave heat transfer data were presented by Law [31] and by Christophel et al.
[32] for a Mach number of 6, and by Oskam et al. [33] for a Mach number of 3. Holden [34] correlated results from swept interaction heat transfer experiments with the peak surface-pressure ratio, and showed that increased localized heat transfer occurs near the fin and surface intersection. Inger et al. [35] investigated the effects of heat transfer on shock/boundary layer interactions for a supercritical airfoil with minimal flow separations and a freestream Mach number of 1.3. It was found that increases in surface temperature of the airfoil led to significant increases in drag and decreases in lift, compared to subcritical airfoil performance with no shock waves present. According to these investigators, increases in boundary layer displacement thickness (and changes of boundary layer shape factor), due to increased wall temperature to adiabatic wall temperature ratio, were an important similitude parameter for airfoil and wing testing when viscous effects were present. It was also indicated that non-adiabatic wall temperatures may have even more significant influences for stronger shock waves, especially when buffet onset and lift are considered.
Neumann and Hayes [36] considered peak aerodynamic heating in sharp-fin-generated swept interactions, also indicating the presence of augmented local heat transfer distributions near the junction of the fin and the surface. Hayashi et al. [37] measured heat transfer distributions in swept interactions using thin-film gauges. In a later study, Hayashi et al. [38] described intense aerodynamic heating in the shockwave boundary layer interaction region for supersonic and hypersonic flows. Highly unsteady heat transfer rates were observed over very small length scales, which made them difficult to measure and quantify. With a freestream Mach number of 4, and a flat, aligned test plate, associated heat flux fluctuated over the entire interaction region when the boundary layer separated.
With this arrangement, the largest fluctuations were measured near separation and reattachment regions, which were attributed to nearby shock wave unsteadiness. When no boundary layer separation was present, local surface heat flux variations became more pronounced near the impingement location of the incident shock wave. In another investigation, Rodi and Dolling [39] measured surface heat transfer variations from swept interactions at a Mach number of 5 using steady-state thermopile gauges.
Lee et al. [40] investigated shockwave/turbulent boundary layer interaction surface heat transfer, as produced by a swept fin configuration, angled at 10 to 20 degrees, relative to the mainstream flow direction. According to these investigators, local heat transfer and skin friction values were generally largest near reattachment locations, downstream of three-dimensional separation regions. Within these reattachment regions, continual increases of local surface Stanton number, with streamwise development, were observed. Peak heat transfer magnitudes were proportional to the interaction strength, as expressed by the Mach number normal to the swept shock wave. Inger [41] analyzed data measured for a compression ramp generated interaction region. Analytic models were provided for local variations of static pressure and surface heat transfer, as these are affected by the deflection angle of the ramp, for the incipient separation zone which was caused by the shock wave/boundary layer interaction.
With a free stream Mach number of 5, Schülein [42] considered two-dimensional interactions generated by oblique shock waves as they impinged onto a flat plate boundary layer, and three-dimensional interactions generated by a swept fin mounted within a flat plate boundary layer. Figure 4a from Schülein [42] shows the arrangement used Fig. 4 a Arrangement used to create two-dimensional oblique shock waves. b Variations of local skin friction coefficients, local Stanton numbers, and wall static pressure values with streamwise development, as the flow approaches the near-wall location of the inviscid shock waves [42] to create two-dimensional oblique shock waves. Examples of results are presented in Fig. 4b , where local skin friction coefficients initially decreased with streamwise development, as the flow approaches the near-wall location of the inviscid shock waves, whereas local Stanton numbers increased with streamwise development over the same streamwise locations. Figure 5a , also from Schülein [42] , presents the arrangement used to create the swept fin, three-dimensional interactions. Within this three-dimensional arrangement, local skin friction and local surface heat transfer values increased locally in the vicinity of reattachment regions, and decreased locally near flow separation zones. Figure 5b gives peak ratios of skin friction, heat flux, and wall static pressure as they varied with inviscid shock wave strength, for primary flow attachment line locations. Within this figure, all three ratios increased substantially as inviscid shock wave pressure ratio increased from 1 to 12.
Song et al. [43] measured surface heat transfer distributions, which were associated with a sharp fin and a blunt fin. A freestream Mach number of 3 was employed, with results which showed that convective heat transfer gradually increased behind the primary separation line for both sharp and blunt fins, peaking at the location where the flow reattached. The highest value of heat transfer coefficient for the sharp fin was 2.5 times higher, compared to nearby undisturbed region values, and 2.0 times higher for the blunt fin, also compared to nearby undisturbed region values. Flaherty and Austin [44] investigated effects of concave geometry within a Mach 5.2 flow, produced in a shock tube, using two curved models with 16 and 25 degree turning angles, as well as a flat plate and a linear ramp for baseline comparisons. Concave wall geometries were of interest in hypersonic flight because they were employed in inward turning inlets. Of particular interest in the investigation were destabilizing mechanisms for concave surface boundary layers, including adverse pressure gradients, streamline curvature effects, and centrifugal instabilities. The investigators found significant signs of heat flux increases along the concave surfaces, which were attributed to the combined effects of surface curvature and adverse pressure gradient. Gaitonde [45] reviewed shockwave boundary layer interaction investigations, in regard to unsteadiness (particularly low frequency unsteadiness), heat transfer predictions, phenomena in complex shock interactions, and flow control techniques. Considered mostly were numerical studies, with very little comments or discussions provided in relation to experimental work. He Fig. 5 a Arrangement used to create the swept fin, three-dimensional interactions. b Peak ratios of skin friction, heat flux, and wall static pressure as they varied with inviscid shock wave strength, for primary flow attachment line locations [42] indicated that, until the 1990s, most numerical heat transfer work focused on turbulent boundary layer interactions. These data were generally used to advance twodimensional and three-dimensional modeling capabilities. Activities since that time have focused on improvement of databases related to hypersonic laminar interactions, especially in regard to development of DNS and LES models.
Investigations of heat transfer from shock wave interactions, as related to turbomachinery academic disciplines, addressed a variety of experimental configurations and conditions. Such shock waves are present within the turbines of high performance aero-engine gas turbines. They often develop both (i) at the trailing edges of stator vanes and rotor blades which operate with transonic flow, and (ii) within tip gap regions of unshrouded turbines.
In regard to (i), rotor blade passages of such engines contain considerable large-scale unsteadiness because of motion relative to stator vanes located upstream. With transonic flow, shock waves are generated at the trailing edges of upstream stator vanes (when exit Mach numbers range from 1.1 to 1.4), which then travel through rotor passages. According to Nix et al. [46] , the resulting shock waves advect into the rotor blade passage, with repeated complex variations and changes as time progresses. At first, initial shock wave motion can be tangential to the rotor surface, followed by bifurcations and repeated reflections, including transient activity with shock waves which are temporarily normal to parts of the pressure surface, and temporarily tangent to suction surface locations. According to Abhari et al. [47] , because many of the shock waves are reflected off of rotor blade surfaces as they are advected, as many as six shock waves may be moving through the rotor passage at any one timesome upstream, some downstream, some strengthening, some attenuating. As a result, flows near rotor surfaces are subject to large-scale static pressure pulsations from blade row motion, as well as to smaller-scale local static pressure variations, as different shock wave components are passing locally.
According to Johnson et al. [48] , shock waves are the most important source of flow unsteadiness within transonic turbine components. Their contributions to the unsteadiness increase in importance as the stator vane exit Mach number increases. At higher turbine Mach numbers (for example, near 1.4 at the stator exit), perturbations to local heat transfer rates from shock waves may be as large as four times time-averaged values, with both positive and negative short-duration heat transfer pulses [48] . Results from Nix et al. [46] , Johnson et al. [48] , Abhari et al. [47] , and Joe et al. [49] generally illustrate flow and thermal property changes both upstream and downstream of shock waves. Additional related studies are described by Doorly and Oldfield [50] , Ashworth et al. [51] , Guenette et al. [52] , Rigby et al. [53] , and Popp et al. [54] .
In regard to (ii), for the past several decades, thermal-mechanical constraints on increasing the rotational speed of shrouded blades have driven many engine manufacturers to use unshrouded blades. However, unshrouded blades require a tip clearance to avoid striking the casing. The resulting over-tip leakage flow has high velocity and high temperature, leading to high local heat transfer rates and large material surface temperature gradients on the tip, as well as aerodynamic losses. At engine-scale conditions typical of a single-stage high-pressure aero-engine turbine, a large proportion of the tip flow is transonic. This means that shock waves form within the tip gap, creating large local pressure gradients, which significantly affect local boundary layer development along the tip. According to Zhang et al. [55, 56] , important variations of surface heat transfer are present from a family of oblique shock waves, which are subject to repeated reflections. An example of results from those investigations is presented in Fig. 6 . This figure shows virtual Schlieren visualizations of density gradient distributions (in gray scale) for four cut planes on the blade tip surface along the leakage flow streamlines direction. Included is the surface heat flux distribution on the blade tip surface by color scale. The locations of oblique shock waves within the tip gap are clearly visible within Fig. 6 . Here, there are two main mechanisms that affect the local heat transfer coefficient on the tip. These are first shear stress, which is largely set by the boundary-layer thickness, and the second is turbulent mixing, which is affected by local streamwise pressure gradient. Underneath each oblique shock reflection, the boundary-layer experiences a large adverse pressure gradient, which leads to an increase in turbulence generation. In the reattachment region, after this separation region, heat transfer levels are high because the separation promotes turbulence production. Downstream of the reattachment region, flow is supersonic and accelerates rapidly thus causing a reduction in turbulence, which reduces the heat transfer. Thus, there is a rapid increase in surface heat transfer as the flow above moves across the shock wave. The result is a pattern of high and low tip surface heat transfer stripes, normal to the flow direction, which are due to rapid acceleration and deceleration, which occur prior to and across the shock wave reflections [55, 56] .
Additional turbine blade tip investigations, which illustrated surface heat transfer and aerodynamic variations from shock wave effects, were numerous. Blade tip arrangements Fig. 6 Transonic tip gap heat transfer and flow characteristics, from Zhang et al. [55] , for a flat tip with a 1.5% tip gap. Within the figure, color variations denote tip surface heat flux variations, and greyscale variations denote flow density gradient distributions which were employed in these studies utilized squealer configurations [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] , partial squealer configurations [61, 64, 69] , and winglet configurations [73, 74] . Smooth blade tips were employed by Thorpe et al. [75] , Green et al. [59] , Key and Arts [62] , O'Dowd et al. [76, 77] , Wheeler et al. [78] , Zhang et al. [55, 56] , Shyam et al. [79] , Atkins et al. [80] , Wheeler and Saleh [70] , Anto et al. [81] , Virdi et al. [68] , Wheeler and Sandberg [82] , Li et al. [65] , Zhang et al. [83] , Zhang and He [84] , Wang et al. [69] , Zhou [71] , Jung et al. [61] , Gao et al. [85] , and Kim et al. [64] . Most of these investigations (which involved experimental measurements) employed annular or linear cascades with stationary blades. Annular arrangements with rotating turbine blades were utilized by Dunn and Haldeman [58] , Didier et al. [86] , Thorpe et al. [75] , Green et al. [59] , Key and Arts [62] , Shyam et al. [79] , and Atkins et al. [80] .
Shock wave interaction control investigations
Considered in this section are recent investigations, which were focused on active and passive control of shock wave/boundary layer interactions. Discussed are investigations related to control of shock wave unsteadiness, control of shock wave-induced separations, and overall control of shock wave interactions. This subject area is an important one because of the connections between shock wave control technologies and requirements to reduce or minimize the adversarial effects of shock wave interactions as they affect performance characteristics associated with application environments.
Early research efforts with passive control methods utilized cavities and/or porous surfaces [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] , ventilation [93] , and "pressure plateaus" [94] . Early research efforts with active control methods employed wall jets [95] , boundary layer bleeding [96] , tangential blowing [97, 98] , and wall suction [90, 92, 98] .
In regard to more recent passive control method investigations, Qin et al. [99] investigated winglets with arrays of three-dimensional shock control bumps using numerical prediction techniques, along with an adjoint-based optimisation methodology. Results evidenced significant aerodynamic performance improvements, relative to baseline configurations, for a particular aircraft planform arrangement. Eliasson et al. [100] examined the effects of small cylinders, placed at different locations and in various patterns within a test section, as they perturbed converging cylindrical shock waves, as they were generated within an annular cross sectional shock tube. In another investigation, Eliasson et al. [101] employed experimental and numerical tools to address effects of reflector boundaries on strong, annular shock waves within a co-axial shock tube at Mach numbers from 2.3 to 3.6. According to these investigators, the form of the converging shock was initially governed by the shape of the reflector and the nonlinear interaction between the shape of the shock and velocity of shock propagation.
Babinsky et al. [102] utilized microramp sub-boundary-layer vortex generators for control of supersonic oblique shock-wave/boundary layer interactions, as applied to supersonic engine inlets. With an inlet Mach number of 2.5, the generators were employed to delay separation within reflected shock wave interactions. When applied to a separated oblique shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction, generated with a 7 degree angle wedge, the microramps were not able to completely eliminate flow separation, although they were shown to break up separated regions. Troia et al. [103] employed numerical RANS/ Large Eddy Simulations to also investigate the use of micro-ramps as a passive method of controlling normal shock/boundary layer interactions. Of particular interest were boundary layer separation zones, for external compression inlet applications. Each micro-ramp was placed upstream of different strength normal shock wave interaction zones, with flow Mach numbers as high as 1.8. According to these investigators, the micro-ramps were successful in reducing massive boundary layer separation, but at the expense of off-surface viscous free shear layer development. Throat total pressure recovery was improved over baseline arrangements (with no flow control), along with magnitudes of boundary layer shape factor. Bo et al. [104] investigated methods of shock wave interaction control, again using micro-ramps within experimental environments. These investigators indicated that effects of microramps could be significant, depending upon the spanwise locations of their influences within interaction regions. For some experimental conditions, separation regions were dampened as micro-ramps energized portions of the incoming boundary layer flow. Zhou et al. [105] investigated porous slots and bumps, with variations of porosity distribution, hole diameter, cavity depth, and porosity direction, for drag reduction of a supercritical wing. Wind tunnel test results for angle of attack of 2 degrees showed that the porous configuration with 6.21% porosity resulted in a measurable drag reduction and lift-drag ratio increase, whereas the small bump configuration resulted in even higher magnitudes of drag reduction and lift-drag ratio.
In regard to more recent active control method investigations, Merriman et al. [106] employed non-equilibrium and weakly-ionized plasmas in cold supersonic gas flows for shock wave control. Experiments were performed with steady-state conditions at low temperatures, with a Mach number of 2. According to the investigators, the use of discharge increased the shock wave angle by 14 degrees, from 99 to 113 degrees, which corresponded to a Mach number reduction from 2.0 to 1.8. Because the flow residence time in the test section was of the order of 10 μs, the mechanism of shock weakening was believed to be due to heating of the boundary layers and the nozzle walls by the discharge. Anderson et al. [107, 108] investigated micro-array actuation for controlling the shock wave turbulent boundary layer interactions within supersonic inlets at a free stream Mach number of 2.0. The micro-actuator arrays had different heights, relative to undisturbed supersonic boundary layer thickness, and were in the form of standard micro-vanes, tapered micro-vanes, and standard micro-ramp arrays. The overall objective was alteration of the properties of the supersonic boundary layer using a collection of counter-rotating micro-vortices in the near wall region.
Narayanaswamy et al. [109] , Webb et al. [110] , and Greene et al. [111] employed various types of plasma actuators to control different shock wave phenomena. Of these investigations, Narayanaswamy et al. [109] used a pulsed-plasma jet actuator to control unsteady motion of the separation zone downstream of a shock wave/boundary layer interaction formed by a compression ramp with a flow Mach number of 3. The most significant changes were achieved when the actuator was placed upstream of the separation zone. With this arrangement, separation unsteadiness was locked to the pulsing frequency of the actuator, with an amplitude of approximately one boundary layer thickness. Webb et al. [110] also attempted separation control using localized arc filament plasma actuators (LAFPAs) within a Mach 2.3 flow. Control of interactions was evidenced by displacement of the reflected shock wave and significant portions of the interaction region upstream by approximately one boundary layer thickness. According to these researchers, local boundary layer modifications occurred because of heat addition by the actuators, in spite of extremely small actuator power input. Greene et al. [111] employed pulsed plasma jets (or spark jets) to reduce the separation, induced by shock wave-boundary layer interactions generated by a 20 degree compression ramp, within a flow with a Mach number of 3. Results showed that plasma jets pitched at an appropriate inclination angle (relative to the test surface), and pulsed at an appropriate frequency, reduced the distance between the separation line and the compression ramp corner by up to 40%, along with an increase of momentum thickness of the downstream reattached boundary layer.
Pasquariello et al. [112] investigated methods of shock wave interaction control using separation zone suction within numerically predicted environments. These investigators showed a shift of high-energy, low-frequency energy to higher frequencies, with a concomitant reduction of overall energy levels, provided suction was applied within the downstream portions of separated zones. Liu et al. [113] investigated the effects of steady and pulsed arc discharge arrangements, where the latter were employed at frequencies from 5 to 50 kHz, for control of an oblique shock wave, formed using a compression ramp with an angle of 7 degrees relative to the wind tunnel test surface. The experimental study was undertaken using a supersonic wind tunnel with a maximum flow Mach number of 2.5. Results showed that the steady discharge arcs acted like a uniformly distributed conductor. As the arc length was increased, the arc power increased, and the weakening effect on the shock was enhanced. Overall, the weakening effect of the steady arcs on the shock was more effective with shock strength reduced by 4%. In contrast, reductions with pulsed arrangements were only as large as approximately 0.35%.
Summary and conclusions
The present survey provides an overview of the present state of knowledge on such effects and interactions, including discussions of: (i) general features of shock wave interactions, (ii) test section configurations for investigation of shock wave boundary layer interactions, (iii) origins and sources of unsteadiness associated with the interaction region, (iv) interactions which included thermal transport and convective heat transfer, and (v) shock wave interaction control investigations.
Determination of the origins and sources of low-frequency, large-scale shock wave unsteadiness has been especially vexing for investigators. In order to develop some consensus and to reconcile a variety of different perspectives, Clemens and Narayanaswamy [3] provided an excellent survey of the state-of-the-art, as of 2014. According to these individuals, both upstream and downstream mechanisms were present within all interactions, such that the downstream mechanism dominated for strongly separated flows, and combined upstream and downstream mechanisms dominated for weakly separated flows. As such, the relative importance and effects of upstream and dowsntream mechanisms changed as separation strength varied. In particular, the degree of influence of the upstream boundary layer diminished as separation strength and scale increased. Additional details regarding flow physics of shock wave boundary layer interactions, including generation of the separation region from strong pressure gradients, and overall structure of different types of interactions, were provided by Babinsky and Harvey [114] . Future research is expected to show that the physical mechanisms responsible for shock wave unsteadiness are even more complex than revealed by past investigations.
In regard to shock wave investigations, where heat transfer and thermal transport were important, much practical information is available in regard to turbomachinery component environments and conditions, with only limited practical and design information available related to aerospace and aeronautical component environments and conditions. Important deficits in understanding of fundamental thermal transport mechanisms, as related to shock waves, are present for both academic disciplines. Needed are new data which connect unsteady shock wave characteristics to local instantaneous and time-averaged turbulent transport characteristics, and to local, instantaneous and time-averaged surface heat transfer distributions, especially for direct application to aerospace components. One motivation for improved understanding of interactions and the associated unsteadiness is improved interaction control strategies. However, no single shock wave control strategy is available, which may be successfully applied to different shock wave arrangements, over a wide range of Mach numbers. Efforts to develop effective shock wave control methods have been underway as long as shock waves have been investigated, with surveys of related technologies provided by Pearcey [115], Delery [116] , Fulker [117] , Stanewsky [118] , and others. It is anticipated that innovative and unique control techniques and strategies will be developed in the future, which will be applicable over a wider range of experimental conditions, relative to previously developed approaches. 
